
Season of the Dragon Celebration

Thursday, January 26 - Tuesday, February 7 



Too close

Overview Season of the Dragon Celebration
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➢ What rewards you can 
get

➢ How to get rewards

➢ What to do with the 
rewards

➢ How to prepare for 
in-game events



Overview

How to participate
❖ Have ESO+, or

❖ Have Elsweyr and/or Dragonhold 
DLCs

❖ Wrathstone and Scalebreaker 
(dungeon DLCs) are optional

Introductory Quest
❖ “Bane of Dragons” available when 

event starts from Crown Store 
(free) or quest-giver at 
Impresario Tent in Rimmen Impresario 

Tent

Rimmen

Impresario Tent



Rewards
❖ Two event tickets per day

➢ One from a Northern Elsweyr Daily Quest
➢ One from a Southern Elsweyr Daily Quest

❖ One Glorious Elsweyr Reward Box per day 
➢ From the first Elsweyr daily quest (including Sunspire trial) you 

complete each day
➢ Subsequent quests will give you a Regular Elsweyr Reward Box, 

which can also drop from resource nodes, safeboxes, treasure 
chests, bosses, and many more places! 

Hint: this is a great time to do a trial if you’ve never done one - SOS will be doing lots of 
normal Sunspire runs. We are very supportive and explain everything! You just need to be 
CP 160+ and sign up in the trials-sign-up channel. 



Reward Boxes Can Contain: 
❖ Crafting motifs

❖ Style pages

❖ Saleable treasures

❖ Resources including highly prized 
Dragon’s Rheum, Bile, or Blood

❖ Transmutation crystals

❖ Overland gear set items

❖ NEW Claw Dance Acolyte armor style 
pages



Northern Elsweyr Dailies
❖ Pick up due south of the 

wayshrine in Rimmen

❖ 3 daily quests

➢ Delve 

➢ World Boss

➢ Kill 3 Dragons

Rimmen

Daily 
quest-givers



Southern Elsweyr Dailies
❖ Pick up at two locations: 

➢ Senchal

■ Delve

■ World boss

➢ Tideholm*

■ Kill 3 Dragons

■ New Moon mission

* Tideholm and the Dragonguard Sanctum must be unlocked by completing 
the first 2 Southern Elsweyr zone story quests - talk to Sai Sahan near the 
Senchal wayshrine to begin

Senchal

Tideholm

Southern Elsweyr



Hunting Dragons
Dragon present, 
has not been 
engaged 

Crossed swords: 
Dragon has been 
engaged, health is 
still above 50% 

Cracks: Dragon’s 
health is below 
50% - it will 
probably die 
before you get 
there

Tip: During the event, dragons will be killed very 
quickly. If you’re having trouble reaching them on 
time, pick a spot and hang out waiting for the next 
dragon to show up. 

Dragon Symbols on the Map: 



Event Tickets: How to Use Them         IMPRESARIO
(The Event Ticket Merchant)

3 Fragments: 
Chartreuse Lily Petals
Enchanted Silver Flute
Mystical Sheet Music

Passion Muse 
Personality Fragments
● Bottle of Silver 

Mist
● ?
● ?

Passion 
Muse 
Personality 

There is an annual cycle of new items released. This 
year it’s a pet called the Passion Dancer Blossom. 
You’ll need to buy 3 fragments from the Impresario 
and morph them into the pet. Later this year, you’ll be 

able to morph the pet 
into other collectibles. 
The next one will be the 
Passion Muse 
Personality. This will 
require you to buy more 
fragments with event 
tickets. Only one of 
those fragments will be 
available during this 
event (Bottle of Silver 
Mist). 

In future: 
M

O
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Event Tickets: How to Use Them - Another Option INDRIK VENDOR

Another place to spend event tickets is 
on indrik mounts and pets. The indrik 
vendor is:  
❖ Always in Craglorn during any 

in-game event
❖ Located west of the Belkarth 

wayshrine
❖ Indrik mounts are morphed from 

fragments
❖ Buy 4 fragments to create a 

Nascent Indrik
❖ Then buy 4 berries to morph the 

Nascent into the Indrik of your 
choice

Indrik 
Vendor

Craglorn



In-Game Event Preparation
(Inventory Management 101!)

If you want to spend as much event time as possible farming reward boxes, take 
some time before the event begins to clear your inventory of: 

❖ Treasure maps
❖ Resource surveys
❖ Furnishings
❖ Gear you don’t need
❖ Museum pieces

Sort through 
your storage 
coffers, your alt 
characters, and 
your leads to 
make space and 
time for 
focusing on the 
event and its 
rewards! 



Questions? Comments? 

Feel free to DM or whisper @anamap if you have questions during the event.
Check out the Shadows of Summerset Event channel for lots of 
dragon-related shenanigans!


